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A workshop to identify the most critical research needed to create Intelligent Cognitive
Assistants: platforms which augment human capabilities.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Human decisions makers face a daunting list of interrelated and individually complex challenges that require
solutions. Pressing long-term and acute problems on the horizon include economic inequalities, natural resource
utilization inefficiencies, healthcare failings, an aging population, global instability, and epochal climate changes.
There are great opportunities ahead in developing and executing on creative solutions to these and other
multidimensional and multidisciplinary problems. However, new forms of computational analyses and humancomputer collaboration will be an important part of the pathways to making effective progress on these complex
problems.
A workshop was held in May 2016 under the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation to identify the most
critical research required to enable a foundational set of ‘intelligent architectures and capabilities endowed with
common sense knowledge and reasoning’ which, if applied appropriately, could fundamentally enable humanity
to address these challenges within the foreseeable future. We call the most broadly effective implementation of
these tools “Intelligent Cognitive Assistants (ICAs).”
This workshop was held not only because of the rapidly growing interest in such ‘ICAs’, but also to address the
growing concerns regarding their beneficial and responsible implementation. To discuss the complex challenges
involved as well as to identify the required breadth of research to address them, experts from across the
computational, social, and cognitive sciences were invited to participate. We discussed future research trajectories
and pressing concerns with respect to such intelligent agents, including “moonshot” scenarios pitched by
participants and a series of keynote addresses that sensitized the group to the history, trajectory, and social context
of such agents. Ultimately, participants synthesized a wide variety of perspectives to formulate an
interdisciplinary research agenda of pressing importance.
The group reached a consensus around the concept of Intelligent Cognitive Assistants that complement, rather
than replace, human capabilities. These must respond and change flexibly to changing environmental and usage
conditions, consider the human life course in their application, facilitate ‘natural’ interactions involving ‘common
sense’ toolkits and intuitive interfaces, and ultimately cultivate trust in relations between humans and machines.
They should leverage models of the intentions and goals of the people they are supporting. There is a great
opportunity to leverage detailed models of human cognition, including an understanding of biases in judgment,
and models of attention, memory, perception, and comprehension.
Three scenarios were described – life-long education, group work, and elder care – that incorporate sensitivity to
these research parameters in complex social environments, and which require interdisciplinary research to fully
address. These life cycle scenarios can also be used directly as a ‘roadmap’ to guide new research towards
addressing the most challenging needs as humans individually evolve as well as interact collectively throughout
their lifetimes.
Lastly, it was a clear consensus of the workshop participants that because of the breadth as well as depth of the
technical challenges, no single entity has anywhere close to the level of resources required to address them by
themselves. In addition, because of the breadth of the pending impact of the application of machine intelligence
and more specifically, ‘Intelligent Cognitive Assistants’, on such a wide swath of the global public, government
has a moral and ethical responsibility to ensure that such research is aimed at the common good.
In fact, there is a very high likelihood that some of the most historically significant twenty-first century struggles
will be over the control of such intelligent assistant systems and the data that is used to teach them – struggles
between individuals, corporations, and governments.
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Therefore, a public-private partnership within the United States between government, industry, and
academia is absolutely essential to drive new fundamental research towards the most appropriate, effective
and publicly responsible ‘Intelligent Cognitive Assistant’ solutions needed to solve our most critical challenges.

Key Findings and Recommendations
The ultimate goal is to create the most effective and beneficial ICA. This workshop was a first step in defining
the role and requirements for ICAs. These requirements must now be addressed by new fundamental research
which includes not only the algorithms, architecture and devices to enable these ICAs, but also the critical social
science research which is necessary to maximize the effectiveness and benefits for society as a whole.
After hearing about many examples of successful human-computer symbiosis, there was a consensus among the
workshop participants that the fundamental goal, looking forward, should be to develop systems which aim at
enhancing human capabilities, rather than systems that are aimed solely at replacing humans in specific
tasks. Instead of driving towards any ‘moment of singularity,’ such systems can then facilitate the ‘continuity of
humanity’ by sharing the following key objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engender human-machine trust
Mitigate the concentration of external control
Ensure appropriate security and privacy
Built-in flexibility and adaptability to changing physical environments, social context, user needs or
cognitive conditions by learning throughout their work life with many fewer examples than humans need
Produce and deploy architectures and capabilities endowed with common sense knowledge and reasoning
Address a model of social good
Use a multi-disciplinary research initiative to achieve these goals, including neuroscience, cognitive
psychology, sociology, and computational science, including artificial intelligence and machine learning
Pursue methods that can support new kinds of human-computer collaboration

Specific research recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand ‘common sense reasoning’ well enough to enable incorporation into ICA system designs
which will require research into reasoning and development of an API or tool-kit
Produce a modular ICA system architecture that designs for scalability and adaptability
Address the problems of latency-appropriate, unsupervised, on-going machine learning
Support natural language understanding, generation, and dialog for implementation in human interface
scenarios
Develop ‘common-sense,’ ‘natural,’ ‘self-explanatory’ interface modalities for a broad diversity of users
Develop computational machinery to support fluid and fluent human-computer collaboration, including
methods that understand the complementarity of human and machine contributions, and models of
interaction that support mixed-initiative interaction.

Application Driver Examples
•

Enhancement of Education and Training, beginning with early childhood development and continuing
with preparing children for future careers. Life-long learning including retraining the adult workforce to
address changing technology and economic landscape requirements. Such applications should address
global audiences in scope, from under-resourced to well-resourced communities.
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•
•

Facilitating and enhancing workplace-related and other common goal-oriented group activities and
applications, such as facilitating many-to-many interactions, building trust, and coordinating multi-modal
communication, as well as providing information to enhance the capabilities of these kinds of groups.
Elder care and ‘Aging-in-place’ assistance, including ethical and gentle support with unobtrusive data
capture, sophisticated situational recognition, and assisting in facilitating interaction or taking corrective
action in a state of human cognitive decline.

Next Steps
A follow-up workshop is proposed to do a deeper dive in to the social science aspects of these ICA challenges. A
second workshop already scheduled for March 2017, will be focused on the research gaps and need for new
algorithms and system architectures to support the same broad ICA system goals outlined in this workshop.
These follow-up events will serve to provide further details for possible research paths, but in the meantime we
propose to convene a meeting of industry and government stakeholders before January 2017 with the goal
of drafting a new research program outline, and begin the process to obtain the commitments necessary to launch
this new and critically important program.
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION
Background
We are facing a daunting list of interrelated and individually complex challenges that require solutions not yet
found. At the top of this list are domestic economic inequalities, resource utilization inefficiencies, healthcare
failings, an aging population, global instability, and epochal climate changes.
A workshop was held in May 2016 under the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation to identify the most
critical research required to create intelligent architectures and capabilities endowed with common sense
knowledge and reasoning which, if applied appropriately, could fundamentally enable humanity to address these
challenges within the foreseeable future. We call these collective architectures and capabilities “Intelligent
Cognitive Assistants (ICAs).”
The drive to create these ‘ICAs’ in a wide variety of forms and with an even broader set of capabilities began
over 60 years ago, and were even envisioned centuries earlier. Progress towards the broadest and most general
implementation of these tools has ebbed and flowed over the past several decades in this quest, but in the past
half-decade has accelerated due to advancements in semiconductor technology as well as information access
through the world wide web which have in turn enabled advancements across a variety of scientific and
engineering disciplines. Collectively these advancements have not only enabled rapid progress in such hot topics
as ‘machine learning’ but also in the basic understanding of the operation and characteristics of the human brain,
the most efficient and effective cognitive ‘tool’ we know.
However, these rapidly accelerating advancements are also creating a critical inflection point. Within our
generation, or certainly within that of our children, we are likely to witness two transformative events– the
creation of machine intelligence, and the comprehensive connection of humans, their devices and machines via a
common communication network. These transformations can further democratize and accelerate new discoveries
and innovation, allowing us to address many if not all of the challenges listed above. We will discuss this point
by way of examples later in this report.
This situation will also however create unprecedented challenges and risks such as: (1) the potential to create
further disenfranchisement and widening of gaps between segments of society, both in terms of education and
relevant training. This can lead to further acceleration of gaps in income, underemployment, and other similar
negative macroeconomic impact on societies at large. Further (2), novel runaway privacy and security challenges
will no doubt arise from attempting to walk the narrowing line between fostering open access to data and
information on the one hand, and incorporating appropriate protections against both the accidental and malevolent
actions of others on the other.
These challenges will be made even more complicated by the fact that countless devices will be connected to each
other with limited human intervention or direct control by design, such as systems that include self-repair, selfregulation, or even self-replication. Such complex and self-managed systems will have at least two primary and
related weaknesses: (1) Flaws which are initially minor and obscure could potentially escalate via unpredictable
sequences towards much larger and more damaging failures; and (2) It will become increasingly difficult to
identify, much less avoid, single points of weakness without adding potentially overly burdensome and energy
inefficient protections. These situations leave such systems vulnerable to failure and/or attack, especially if access
to these systems becomes concurrently more ubiquitous to populations at-large.
Further, these unprecedented and critically important challenges mentioned discount the possibility of developing
fully ‘conscious’ machines, ones that have some sense of ‘self’ and self-preservation. This concept, which up to
now has remained almost entirely within the realms of science fiction and philosophical discourse, is now
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becoming a topic of increasing technical plausibility. For some, it is no longer assumed to be a question of ‘if,’
but ‘when’.
While all of this new capability and technological capacity can easily be seen as changing the world for the better,
this newly discovered power must also come with greater recognition of associated and collective responsibilities.
In the end, it will be our fundamental values that will matter most, and how we imprint these values on our
technological creations will determine the consequences of our collective choices, and in turn determine our
shared future.
From a Technology Perspective
We also are at the cusp of a new era of computing. Initially, machines were designed and built to accelerate the
performance of basic arithmetic calculations, as compared to human ‘computers.’ Subsequently these machines,
by then called ‘computers’ themselves, were programmed to run complex simulations, as well as enable globally
connected networks. We are now beginning to explore the use of machines to enhance and augment human
cognitive abilities.
Computers up to now have essentially been designed from the ‘inside out’ – programmed by humans to perform
specific tasks which act on their environments. Current trends in computation add a new design vector by
designing computers from the ‘outside in’ – the external environments directly influencing emerging computing
system design via ‘training’ (as with ‘deep learning’), embedding cognitive capabilities (as with ‘1-shot
learning’), and better appreciation of human-machine environments (as in human-computer interaction).
We envision the most effective ‘machine intelligence’ as an active interface between humans and their
environments, providing insight and guidance for problems that cannot be handled efficiently nor most effectively
by the unaided mind or by computers alone. In fact, the performance of such intelligent systems should be
measured by the ‘goodness of fit’ more than any other single parameter.
How to optimize this collaborative interaction between humans and these ‘intelligent’ machines is an open
research question. In order to create the foundation for future intelligent systems that can most effectively and
efficiently assist individuals, businesses and society at large, it is essential that this research question be addressed.
Workshop Outline
To accelerate progress toward developing ‘intelligent’ and ‘responsible’ machines that can serve as effective and
robust cognitive assistants to improve human productivity and overall quality of life, a workshop on “Intelligent
Cognitive Assistants” was held on May 12-13, 2016. (https://www.src.org/calendar/e006057/)
The goal of the workshop was to gather experts from research fields spanning psychology, sociology, artificial
intelligence and machine learning, robotics, computer science and engineering in order to identify the highest
priority research still needed to address the challenges of creating the most effective and beneficial ‘intelligent
agent-human symbiosis.’
The workshop opened with two keynote talks. Eric Horvitz from Microsoft began by reviewing some of the AI
history, gave us glimpses of some state-of-the-art application demonstrations, and shared his thoughts on which
directions to head. Cynthia Breazeal, from MIT and Jibo, Inc., then gave us a look at the challenges and
opportunities for using intelligent agents within social environments, and described specific examples of
applications where they can assist and augment human capabilities.
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The workshop then moved to a number of panel sessions. First, a number of experts from a wide range of
disciplines and backgrounds presented a brief (2-3 slide) synopsis of their visions of possible future applications
and the potential for intelligent assistants – what we called ‘moonshots’ – followed by an open dialog with the
audience.
Next we moved to second set of panel sessions, where we heard about and discussed some of the implementation
challenges and possible tradeoffs required to realize these future visions. All workshop participants, including the
panelists, were provided a list of example ‘implementation challenge questions’ to consider prior to the workshop,
and this list was then used to drive both the panelists’ presentations as well as their dialog with the audience.
Within this portion of the workshop agenda, there was a third keynote talk given by Blaise Aguera y Arcas from
Google. He spoke about the strengths and weaknesses of deep learning algorithms using some specific and recent
application examples. He ended by commenting on implementation challenges such as developing ‘trust’ between
humans and intelligent systems, the risks of any concentration of data access and control, and tradeoffs like
‘augmentation versus assistance’ and those involved with the ‘responsible’ usage of AI as it relates to human
interaction with the natural world.
The second day of the workshop was devoted to breakout discussions. Each of the three parallel breakouts were
designed to include diverse cross-sections of our workshop participants, each of them bringing unique and
complementary expertise, experiences, and vision to the table. Each breakout team then presented their findings
and specific recommendations which will be summarized next in this report under “Workshop Outcomes.”
Lastly, our proposed ‘next steps’ build upon these key findings, driving towards the creation of new research
programs that could potentially address the many critical challenges identified during the workshop, to enable the
delivery of the envisioned benefits of ‘Intelligent Cognitive Assistants.’ These ‘next steps’ were described earlier
and are listed again at the end of this report.
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WORKSHOP OUTCOMES
Breakout discussions on the second day of the workshop aimed to synthesize the broad perspectives presented on
the first day into practical, achievable, and ethical principles for establishing a well-grounded scientific research
program in ICA. All three breakout groups focused on how to produce assistants that do not supplant or replace
humans, but rather complement them in key ways, drawing on insights from cognitive, social, and neuro sciences,
as well as computing research agendas. All three groups also addressed the ethical and social implications of
creating such assistants, especially ways to avoid the social unrest, job losses, and inequalities that may result
from rapid ‘technologization’ of the workplace. We also produced and shared scenarios in which intelligent
assistants could be most beneficial to society while avoiding pitfalls of automation, and outline a few of these
examples below.
Guiding Values
To help address these and other related tradeoffs and challenges, it was suggested that defining a clear ‘value
statement’ to guide and regulate ICA design, operation, and usage, including governing the computational
algorithms which would implement such values within in ICA system should be done. Although we acknowledge
that ‘values’ and ‘judgements’ vary across societies and even between segments of societies, it is nevertheless
critical to aim at defining guiding values and principles upfront. This can also better assist with developing an
integrated ability to allow for guided modifications to facilitate specific applications down the road.
One approach discussed was to begin by identifying the elements most common to a variety of
constrained environment applications, easily applicable to more complex, flexible, and adaptable solutions that
could be implemented across a range of environments. To that end, we include several high-level goals and
principles that should direct ethical, measured, and exceptional scientific and technical research in this domain:
(1) Enhance, not replace, human capabilities.
After hearing about many examples of successful human-computer symbiosis, there was a consensus that the
fundamental goal, looking forward, should be to develop systems which aim at enhancing human capabilities
and not systems aimed solely at replacing humans in specific tasks. One group described this is a fundamental
“pillar” of ICA research based on “complementarity” between humans and machines [FIG.1]. This means
facilitating the continuity of humanity's unique characteristics rather than driving towards fully competent
machine intelligence. It also means aiming not to supplant or ‘disrupt’ human skilled labor, but to meaningfully
integrate ICAs within existing workplace environments across a range of classes and types of work.

FIG.1 (Eric Horvitz)
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Such systems would value enhancement, support, and assistance; they would locate continuity with our cultures
and cultural environments; and they would eschew “chilling effects,” uncanny valleys, or too much knowledge
of their human users to engender a sense of creepiness. It is therefore worth investing in research into the evolving
“sweet spot” in the division of labor between humans and machines, one that makes us feel more human as we
work with such machines and which does not impinge on human autonomy or freedoms, both perceived and real.
Along with enhancement comes the possibility for addressing human biases. In many cases these are well
understood as limitations of cognition, such as confirmation bias or inattention, which may occlude good decisionmaking or human cooperation: successful ICAs would not be a distraction but would help us to avoid these
common errors. Breakout groups also discussed forms of implicit bias, and the importance of avoiding
discrimination on the basis of race, class, gender, or geography in the development of ICAs. One group found
consensus around phrasing that suggested ICAs “embrace a model of social good” and “empower minorities” or
global underclasses to immediately address the developing global inequalities surrounding technological
development and workforce replacement.
(2) Adapt with flexibility to dynamic, real-world environments
Along with complementing human qualities, there was also a general consensus that flexibility and adaptability
are essential characteristics of ICA systems as they must integrate into dynamic real world environments [FIG.2].
This flexibility must respond to changing or uncertain physical environments, by learning incrementally
throughout their work life, and doing so with ideally many fewer examples than humans require. Yet such systems
must also respond to shifts in social context or changing user needs, due to aging or other physiological changes
throughout the life course. As one group put it, this requires not only understanding immediate human goals but
also being capable of operating in a larger, open, and dynamic world. This adaptable context-awareness must
be among the fundamental features of any Intelligent Cognitive Assistants/agents (ICA) to create sustainable
value in the long term.

FIG.2 (Bruce Horn)
While context awareness is clearly essential for ICA development, the consensus across the groups was that such
systems did not need to fully capture, model, or otherwise describe the environment or emotional context of
interaction. Attention to dynamism and change in many cases precludes such a global model. Instead, the
discussion groups focused on “building gracefully” on existing technologies and local understandings instead of
looking for all-encompassing technical solutions. For instance, successful ICAs in line with the above two
principles might not solve a problem for their human interlocutors but rather connect them with another person
who has relevant expertise, and potentially provide additional support to that pair.
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(3) Cultivate trust among humans and machines
Producing strong working relationships with intelligent assistants requires shared trust among human users of the
system. This must be upheld as a design goal upfront in the development process and be maintained throughout
any modifications/enhancements down the road. Trust requires attenuation to interaction patterns and accurate
fulfillment of requests and system tasks, an attention to coordination of tasks and resources. But it also requires
thoughtful care as to how and where data about such requests travels, how ICAs track or log user interactions,
and intersections with IoT (Internet of Things) security and data protections.
Current research already demonstrates that any concentration of control or surveillance, especially through
workplace technologies, creates an unsustainable and problematic situation and lack of trust. This problem
compounds in systems that are designed to be ubiquitous in their application to society at-large. To that end, we
recommend that research in the domain of ICAs address and fundamentally incorporate the extremely challenging
privacy, security, ethical and regulatory challenges and tradeoffs associated with intimate digital systems. We
must address these concerns both upfront and on-going throughout any ICA development process in order to
maintain trust and valuable working relations among humans and ubiquitous machines.
(4) Facilitate "natural" interactions
To enable mutual trust, both intuitive interfaces and 'common sense reasoning' must be incorporated into ICA
system design. It is of course a research challenge in itself to both understand and incorporate such a "common
sense" concept into ICA design, and perhaps producing a common sense reasoning "toolkit" with an associated
application programming interface (API) for research and application development offers one way forward. Such
a toolkit should support domains of common sense such as for the physical world and for the social world.
Research support is needed here both to develop the understanding of how humans reason, learn and collaborate
-- with accompanying rich user modeling -- as well as in learning how to utilize that understanding to create the
desired ‘toolkit’. This research may take quantitative or experimental approaches to the problem, or engage
ethnography, contextual inquiry, reflective or experience-focused design practices, in order to produce
computational systems that engage this problem.
ICAs must be able to learn how humans work best (whether as an individual or with a team) and facilitate,
complement, or augment their abilities with the most appropriate interfaces and interactions [FIG.3]. This
requires several basic principles that could perhaps form part of the above-mentioned "toolkit." One significant
challenge for research in need of more support is natural language understanding, as well as multi-modal
conversational abilities including gesture, affect, and even interactions via sketching – all highly useful to address
a wide variety of human-ICA application interface scenarios. Additionally, latency-appropriate, unsupervised,
on-going learning is a key enabling feature for many if not most of the future, evolving applications envisioned.
This is still an extremely challenging research goal in need of additional support. At times, people will also want
to explicitly teach ICAs, and doing so requires research into how to make this process natural, efficient,
collaborative, and capable of learning effectively from a small number of examples. In addition, what an ICA
learns should be transparent, explainable, and easy to correct if undesired biases are unintentionally introduced.
Finally, open questions about anthropomorphic qualities remain with respect to intentionally-designed interactive
systems, and we therefore invite research into the design or attribution of personality, empathy, or other social
qualities with respect to both embodied and disembodied cognitive assistants.
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FIG.3 (Ece Kamar)
Coordinating human and machine multi-modal dialog, especially in groups, is essential – taking into consideration
timing, pace, fluidity, and the costs of interruption. Agents must be developed with a “cadence” in mind of human
interaction and the changing life course, as well as attentive to the cadence of near-futures: one group wondered
if an ICA provided immediate gratification to the “now me” or instead remembered tasks so that they would not
be forgotten by the “future me.” Finally, a modular ICA system architecture may be most useful and flexible as
a design feature for scalability, adaptability, and to enable design enhancement down the road.
(5) Incorporate multi-disciplinary perspectives
To address the above challenges, a multi-disciplinary perspective is essential. This must push beyond simply
uniting sub-disciplines within computer science (i.e. machine learning versus natural language processing),
psychology or the neurosciences, but reach across disciplinary divides and incorporate the social and behavioral
sciences as meaningful interlocutors [FIG.4].

FIG.4 (Geoff Burr)
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Research Driven Application Examples
One way to approach research in this domain is to address each of the above elements separately as unique
research questions. We outline several of these distinct elements below. However, workshop participants found
more value in the opposite approach: to focus on a variety of applications that require addressing and synthesizing
across the above-mentioned domains. Such a comprehensive initiative would also facilitate direct collaboration
across multiple disciplines aimed at a common set of goals. This initiative does not yet exist in this research
community and is the most urgent and fundamental finding of this workshop.
It was the general consensus that focusing on a few application domains – especially those in which ICAs could
potentially address some of the most critical and broadly impactful challenges facing society today – would enable
a useful focus of attention and most efficient use of resources. Just as ICAs hold the potential to transform
professional settings across a wide number of domains and industries, they could also transform the home and
how we address a diversity of quality of life issues across ages and stages. Furthermore, from an ethical
standpoint, the workshop participants acknowledged that ICAs could exacerbate inequity in society if we do not
explicitly design to address the challenges and needs of diverse populations, including also the underserved and
under-resourced.
We therefore recount here three application domains that were the most frequently mentioned during the
workshop and discussed in some detail during the breakout sessions. Each domain covers the wide range of ethical
and sociotechnical considerations discussed above, with plenty of opportunities to address specific scientific
challenges. As one breakout group put it, this take the “human life span as a roadmap” for ICA development
[FIG.5], with modalities that address early development and education, group activities and working
environments, and elder care.

FIG.5 (Eric Horvitz)
(1) Enhancement of Education and Training
Just as periods of cognitive decline can produce opportunities for ICAs, periods of ramp-up or increasing capacity
are also excellent candidates for Intelligent Cognitive Assistants that do not replace but rather supplement and
support, or even enable augmented human capabilities. Education is fundamental to enabling opportunity: from
preparing our children for future careers, retraining the workforce as career skills shift with the technological
landscape, and contributing to global stability abroad.
ICAs hold the potential to transform how, when, and where we learn – far beyond the instrumented classrooms
and MOOCs of today [FIG.6]. For instance, personal tutoring is recognized as being far more effective than
lectures in the classroom. ICAs could make deeply personalized learning scalable and affordable to many: from
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interactive learning companions for early childhood education, to ICA educational assistants to enhance learning
in classrooms with teachers, while also reinforcing and extending quality learning opportunities in the home.
Given that education is a longitudinal endeavor, this motivates research into ICAs that can engage people over
extended time scales, modeling and personalizing the learner’s state to identify the zone of proximal development
for optimized learning, and to support the learner not only in terms of curricular objectives but other lifelong
learning skills like mindset, curiosity, empathy, and more.

FIG.6 (Todd Gureckis)
Further, learning is not solely a cognitive pursuit. The ability for ICAs to engage with learners’ social and
emotional needs is also a hallmark of the best personal tutors. In addition, ICAs could provide much needed
personalized educational experiences to those with cognitive or social impairments or other disabilities. Multidisciplinary perspectives are necessary to designing and validating effective ICA educational interventions
involving computational experts, educational practitioners (including teachers and clinicians/therapists), experts
in how people learn from fields such as psychology/developmental psychology, neuroscience, cognitive
psychology, sociology, and designers of highly engaging interactive technologies such as AR/VR, mobile,
robotics, gaming, etc.
(2) Facilitating and enhancing common goal-oriented group activities and applications
What if an ICA could help you facilitate a meeting? Come to consensus on a difficult topic? Find mutual
agreement in a tense situation? Or simply assist a group in finding collective goals, prioritizing among them, and
producing joint work? Essential to understanding human capacity is the insight that we do not work alone but
rather find our most powerful creative, productive and technical expression in groups. ICAs that do not interface
simply with one-on-one human-machine interactions but instead support groups in their collaborative work can
be most effective in meeting challenges that are bigger than any single individual in their local environment. One
group even suggested a digital “Alex Trebek,” host of Jeopardy, as a kind of model for ICA-as-facilitator. Work
on automated facilitation was demonstrated in one of the presentations.
Not all groups are the same: we do not organize a company the same way we do a scientific collaboration, a
classroom or even a collective. Such ICAs will therefore have to be well-schooled not just in individual human
cognition but in group psychology, conflict management, organizational behavior, computer-supported
cooperative work, and distributed cognition. They will have to not only organize and keep track of group tasks
but also assist in prioritization, evaluation, and group completion of these tasks. As miscommunications and
misunderstanding breed mistrust, such systems will not only need to develop trust in the system itself but also,
concomitantly, trust among group members through facilitating strong working relationships, communicative
channels, and visibility into distant group members’ requirements and needs. In short, such systems will require
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“scaling up” the above considerations of human enhancement, engendering trust, facilitating interactions and
incorporating interdisciplinary perspectives to the next level in order to support tasks requiring group attention
and collaborative work [FIG.7].

FIG.7 (Brian Scassellati)
(3) Elder care or facilitating “aging-in-place”
All three groups independently discussed elder care as a fundamental application domain for Intelligent Cognitive
Assistants. Care for the elderly in an increasing global population is a wide-ranging social problem facing
Western and other societies. Elder care requires addressing fundamental questions about human cognition,
especially those that develop in a period of cognitive decline or change, asking not how we supplant or replace
humans but instead how we can gently work to assist them with specific tasks or needs as their abilities gradually
wane, and how we can support the broader human-technology care network. This requires addressing questions
of social, behavioral, physical, and cognitive change, invoking system flexibility and learning. It requires
“naturalistic” interactions and ease of understanding between humans and machines, and the development of trust
through close interactions and support. It will also require a multi-disciplinary perspective, engaging not only
computational experts but also perspectives from medical practitioners, nursing and palliative care, neuroscience,
cognitive psychology, sociology, and potentially robotics.
A general ‘process flow’ was described for the most effective ICA solutions aimed at this domain. This includes
the (1) unobtrusive capturing of data; (2) recognition of the environment, situations or common scenarios; (3)
cognition or some system understanding of what needs to happen next, and (4) facilitating or taking action or
corrective action. Such ICAs may focus on basic tasks like cleaning services and emotional awareness, managing
household finances and medication regimes, personal care and accident prevention. Research required to enable
effective ICAs in this domain includes topics such as multi-modal context awareness, communications capture,
the building of relationship models, protection of sensitive content, and determination of intent and goals – all
leading to the establishment and maintenance of mutual human-ICA trust and rapport. This also requires
emotional awareness and support, whether through models of familial relationships or through situated
communication, as well as the ability to detect intentionality and goals and possibly to develop a “personality”
for the ICA in the very human-scale, intimate context of the familial home.
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Additional research goal characteristics
Across these scenarios we identify the following unique and bounded areas for investigation. A selection of these
should be addressed in grounded research focusing on the above domains or any other complex situation for ICA
development and implementation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamically-updateable scene comprehension
Language comprehension, generation, and multi-modal interaction
Reasoning capabilities, decision-making and pragmatics (a ‘common sense module’)
Dynamic social comprehension systems for determining social context and group deliberation
Ethical, emotionally-aware, value-sensitive and socially-aware situated intelligences
Support for hardware and software services systems over long durations, across platforms and over time
Studies and ethnographic work on human-ICA environments, augmented cognition, and/or “assistive”
roles
Modular structures for scalability and modalities
Foundational scientific research and/or broadly-usable toolkits, APIs, datasets for system training, or
ethnographic and qualitative insights into situated behavior
Collaborative, proactive, and/or mixed-initiative agents (or multi-agents)
Hardware or system innovations specifically geared for intelligent assistant systems, such as lightweight
augmented reality equipment, chipsets, and all associated infrastructure support
Ambient or embodied agents
Resilient, redundant, upgradeable hardware for long-term use
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NEXT STEPS
•

Briefing at NSF in Washington, D.C. to review the highlighted workshop findings and specific
recommendations (October 27, 2016)
o Several NSF Division representatives and leadership will be invited along with DARPA, NiH, and
IARPA Program Directors
o Briefing will include a proposal to create a new research program framework

•

Industry and NSF stakeholders meeting to draft a program outline which will be used to solicit funding
commitments (before January 2017)

•

Follow-up workshop which will focus on research gaps and needs for new algorithms and system
architectural platforms to address the targets proposed in the ICA Workshop report (potentially aligned
with the 5th Annual Neuro Inspired Computational Elements (NICE) Workshop, March 6-8, 2017, San
Jose, CA.)
o We are working with the NICE workshop organizers to determine whether this annual event will
adequately address the ‘technology-focused’ follow-up workshop that was proposed during this
ICA Workshop
o This workshop would also deliver a report, which will identify specific research gaps, and then
recommend whether an additional and synergistic research program to the one proposed by an ICA
stakeholders meeting should also be created.
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APPENDIX A
Potential future applications of Intelligent Cognitive Assistants

Personal tutor, which would help its human user learn (be it extremely young, school-age, disabled, adult, etc.),
with the capability of understanding the human learner’s perspective, and recognizing when its human
subject didn’t understand or wasn’t paying attention, in order to optimize both speed and depth of the
human’s learning.
Group tutor, which would need all the capabilities of the personal tutor, but would also need to recognize social
dynamics amongst the human learners, both in order to ensure that all members of the group were learning
but also to help leverage the presence of peers and augment the overall learning experience.
Team assistant, which would serve as a personal assistant to teams in professional contexts, with a similar need
to recognize complex social dynamics, in order to maximize team performance by augmenting
collaboration, discussion, and decision-making among the members of a team, both for real-time
performance as well as for long-term productivity.
Discourse moderator, which would serve a similar role as the team assistant, but in contexts other than
professional teams, in order to help improve discussion and decision-making in these scenarios (public
hearings, socio-political discussions, open forums, etc.).
Personal assistant/butler, which would augment its human user by sharing his/her perception of the world,
answering queries, providing information, performing tasks, anticipating needs and goals (both short-term
and long-term, explicit and implicit), understanding when interruptions and reminders were salient, and
helping compensate for cognitive deficiencies in its human user (in terms of memory, attention or other
aspects).
Elder-care/disabled/health-care assistant, a particular manifestation of the personal assistant designed to assist
humans with particular health-care needs.
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APPENDIX B
Critical challenges and tradeoffs

1. Trust
a. “Accuracy”
• Is the output offered by Intelligent Cognitive Assistants (ICAs) – e.g., the information shown or
recommendations offered, and decisions made or actions taken, etc. – sufficiently accurate, and
adequately sourced and explained, that the human user(s) can/will choose to trust it?
b. “Fairness”
• Is the output offered by the ICA sufficiently free of bias by other parties?
(companies, governments, other ICAs, other humans)
• Social justice and ethical considerations are essential
c. “Privacy”
• Is the data gathered by the ICA kept private?
• If it is used to help train better ICA, is this done in a sufficiently anonymized way?
2. Required capabilities
• ICAs will need to understand its surroundings – what they see, read and hear – not just perception,
but also common-sense understanding of associated context, including social context (short- and
long-term dynamics of human interaction).
3. Maximizing desired outcomes while avoiding undesired outcomes
• Provide economic gains without exacerbating economic or social inequality
• Augment “with-ICA” human capabilities without degrading “without-ICA” human capabilities
• Improve collective capabilities without degrading individuality
• Help make humans better without undesired changes in “what it means to be human”
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APPENDIX C
Detailed notes from the first day of the workshop
In the first keynote [K1_Horvitz], Eric Horvitz began by tracing the long-term dream of computers that could
serve as “a colleague whose competence supplements your own,” starting from the interactive Whirlwind system
from the 1950s, through the “Man-Computer Symbiosis” article of J.C.R. Licklider, and the first computer mouse
from SRI. He introduced three critical pillars for bringing about the necessary “tighter coupling between man
and machine.” The first pillar involved “Complementarity” in which, by considering what machines can do to
extend our capabilities in a number of ways, machine intellect serves to augment or fill in the gaps in human
cognition as identified by leveraging results from cognitive psychology.
The second pillar was “Coordination of Initiative”, where man and machine can tackle different components of
a particular problem yet communicate in a fluid and competent way, through a conversation: a continuous process
of back-and-forth contributing, signaling and monitoring. Eric’s third pillar was “Building computational
models of people and the world”, requiring both probabilistic models of the world, but also models of how
humans are viewing, thinking and reasoning about the world around them. An example of this was not just
prediction of traffic patterns, but prediction of what would be unusual or surprising to human users, along with
the costs and benefits of interrupting a user with alerts or reminders. Another aspect discussed were life-long
cognitive assistants that share, understand, and appreciate the human’s memory landmarks.
Eric discussed tools available to researchers to help close the gap between man and machine, including increased
computational capabilities, improved methods for learning, inference and representation, work on causal
inference, perception, Natural Language Processing, improved capabilities for multisensory fusion, and
integrative pipelines (image interpretation & captioning) [FIG.8]. He discussed opportunities for machine
intelligence for coordination of machine learning, for coordination of physical tasks (such as surgery), to
recognize commitments to others, to leverage large-scale datasets, and to address specific health-needs. He
described life-long cross-device assistance enabling long-term planning, and integrative AI that merges speech,
vision, and NLP to enable situated systems: human-centric computation anchored in the physical world.

FIG.8 (Eric Horvitz)
At the end of his talk, Eric posed a few questions: How can we complement & extend peoples’ abilities? How
can we assist people with perception, learning, recall, inference, decision making, and planning? How might we
leverage models of human cognition? What are key clarifying & illustrative scenarios? For whom and for what
purposes? What new functions & services are most promising for composing into personal assistants? What
sensing, effecting, and communication hardware would enable core capabilities? [FIG.9]
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FIG.9 (Eric Horvitz)
Discussion included comments (Gary Marcus) on how accuracy requirements vary between applications (low
accuracy ok for search, bad for self-driving cars), and the need for strong natural language understanding and
common-sense reasoning. Eric’s response was that progress in domain-specific systems would help lead to the
advances needed for systems capable of wider-domain. Another commenter (Liz Spelke) raised the point that
humans could also change as they interact with these systems, and that research into this will be both important
and challenging. A third comment (Jaron Lanier) raised the importance of developing systems that can understand
and respect the “edge cases” (for example, individuals whose preferences don’t correspond to what most people
prefer). A final comment (Ron Kaplan) raised the idea of “forgetting” things (that aren’t needed or are painful)
as well as reminders.
In the second keynote [K2_Breazeal], Cynthia Breazeal aimed to broaden perspective on the role of cognitive
assistants in society. She began by observing the strong competencies of humans for collaboration, which she
traced not just to the analytical thinking capabilities of the human brain, but even more so to its “social thinking”
capabilities. And she pointed out that since we are wired to harmonize with each other, such social interactions
are a large part of what makes us human – thus how Intelligent Cognitive Assistants interact with us and support
us matters. After re-raising the importance of respecting cognitive diversity, she spent some time talking about
potential impacts on the future history of our society and its economics, drawing from the book “The Second
Machine Age” by E. Brynjolfsson and A. McAfee. Here, digital technologies were described as a “General
Purpose Technology” – a major economic inflection point which interrupts and accelerates the normal march of
economic progress by significantly boosting productivity and outputs across many, if not all industries. Driving
forces for this include exponential improvement (Moore’s Law, etc.), pervasive use to produce more with less
(including with fewer humans), recombinant innovation through reusable building blocks, and global
interconnectivity on a massive scale. While this creates “bounty” or wealth, it also seems to increase “spread” –
differences among humans in wealth, income, mobility and access to the advantages of this bounty. Cynthia
raised the question of whether ICAs would exacerbate or mitigate “spread,” since some jobs will be displaced
while others are enhanced. She asked “Who benefits from our brilliant machines?”
Cynthia then discussed key societal challenges that could be addressed with ICAs. These included inequality of
education, chronic health conditions (cost from 2016-2030 projected to be $42 trillion), and global aging (leading
to fewer caregivers-per-senior-citizen). After mentioning the importance of identifying long-term research that
could complement the large commercial investments being made in personal assistants, she then provided an
overall characterization of the potential applications that were proposed for the workshop (termed as
“Moonshots”). The target group-size ranged from 1-on-1 relationships between an ICA and a primary human
user, to ideas that involved a single ICA aiding a small group (project team, family). Cynthia also felt that large
scale applications, perhaps for environmental challenges or self-governance, might call for large teams of ICAs
working with large populations of people. Cynthia pointed out that length of engagement was another aspect for
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defining the ICA ideas, ranging from short-term “Focused engagements,” to mid-term engagement over weeks
and months, to ICAs capable of life-long interaction. She then further distinguished these ideas into ICAs
intended for “normal healthy” adults or kids, to those focused on humans with developmental issues, with
disabilities, or experiencing age-related issues.
Cynthia then described three categories of ICA ideas: the “Assistant/Butler”, the “Cognitive Orthotic”, and the
“Mentor/Coach” [FIG.10]. She described a number of challenges: privacy and security, the use of these
capabilities for criminal purposes, the unintended consequences (how will our biological brains cope with sudden
superhuman abilities), social justice (exacerbating social inequity through limited access to those wealthy
enough), ethics (our responsibility to each other as being part of a community vs. letting a machine do it), and
who really benefits? In parting, she asked “How can our ambitions of future ICAs support our human values to
enable a positive path for society that we will be proud to make happen?”

FIG.10 (Cynthia Breazeal)
The first commenter (Brian Scassellati) pointed out that most recent improvement in personal assistants has come
by getting better at getting input into the system, as opposed to getting better at reasoning about that information
once it is inside. Our systems are better at Natural Language Processing, but we still use it for scheduling. Second
commenter (Winfried Wilcke) asked, on the topic of bounty and spread, what portion of humanity might be happy
if bounty were sufficient that they did not need to work. Cynthia pointed out that people want to feel that they
are doing something meaningful, implying that there will still need to be a balance between what machines do for
us, and what we as humans still want to do. Later, Jaron Lanier pointed out that the large datasets these systems
depend upon are contributed by humans, and he suggested that such contributions could potentially be
compensated by micro-payments, if the economics could be worked out.
Another commenter (Bruce Horn) asked about the possibility of an “arms race” between cognitive assistants with
opposing intentions (spam-blocking vs. delivering marketing content). In response, Cynthia raised concerns
about ICA uses that are good for large companies vs. good for society at large. Jaron Lanier also pointed out the
potential importance of helping to bridge language and cultural differences in helping people address their aging
and chronic disease issues when those people are themselves recent immigrants. Mike Roco asked Cynthia if her
different categories of assistants would require completely different types of assistants. Cynthia felt that
commonalities could potentially emerge as initial ICA systems were developed, but that a single general-purpose
AI might not be necessary. Ece Kumar asked about computer assistants for humans at age 0-3, and how one can
test the impact that such systems are having, and ensure that these impacts are appropriate. Cynthia felt that it
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would be critical for all involved parties (companies, researchers, parents, etc.) to keep both benefits and
drawbacks in mind, with a tight iterative development and improvement cycle. In a parting comment, Gary
Marcus suggested that universal literacy by age 4 – an outcome for which the benefits are likely to far outweigh
drawbacks – should be quite doable.
Panel 1A then opened the first of two panels on “Moonshot Proposals”, or potential usage scenarios for ICAs.
Saul Perlmutter proposed “Assisted Deliberation Tools” [O1A_Perlmutter], intended “to scaffold deliberations,
discussions, decision-making and design processes in ways that are likely to yield productive, interesting, multiparty-satisfying outcomes.” He proposed this for groups at all scales, ranging from search committees up to
international policy decisions. Saul felt this would be useful to parse factual & logical issues from values, goals,
desires, and fears, and that it would important to bring in the right parties to the discussion (representative samples
of concerned parties and minority subgroups, as well as an effective panel of experts). He envisioned an interface
that would bring new parties “up to speed” rapidly. Concerns he listed were the need for transparency (all parties
would need to feel the ICA was being fair) and confidentiality, but Saul felt that ICAs offered the potential for
impartiality, confidentiality and scalability that would not be possible with human moderators or with crowdsourcing. He listed a number of activities that such an ICA could help with or take over, from clustering and
simplifying common issues, to finessing logjams either by identifying focus areas, by introducing new
information or even by imposing new modalities (video, in-person discussions).
Ken Forbus then proposed ICAs as “Assistants for Learning Science” [O1A_Forbus], to address the need for
more teachers, tutors, and teammates with the right availability and personal insight. Such ICAs would serve as
tutors, coaches, partners, and mentors that support people who want to learn any area of science, at any level, and
at any time. Ken described these ICAs as stretch goal for 2050, as part of a suite of tests to replace the Turing
Test. Challenges he listed included the need for such systems to rapidly learn by reading a small number of
examples, to be able to digest multiple modalities (text, images, diagrams, gestures), to be able to have dialogues
with students that could include culturally-relevant examples (which would change as pop culture changes), and
to be able to improve the learning transfer from ICA to human by building upon relationships built up over weeks,
months and years. Ken also pointed out the current educational opportunities for humans to learn as they teach
the ICAs.
Bruno Olshausen [O1A_Olshausen] then spoke about how our brains absorb and make sense of all the
information that comes into it, focusing on the visual system. He spoke about the difference between the sheer
amount of data arriving into the brain from the optic nerve and the small amount that makes its way into persistent
representations in the areas beyond the V1/V2 visual system. He proposed an ICA that would capture and retain
sufficient information so that a person could “replay” their experiences at a much later date in the future at a high
level of detail.
Janet Vertesi [[O1A_Vertesi] then proposed an “assistant that would understand team dynamics,
organizational structures like hierarchy, and other processes for supporting collectives and organizations.” (Note
that the WebEx did not capture her slides as she presented them – her slide-deck is available from the same SRC
site as the recording, linked to her name in the agenda. See also the citation list at end of this section.). Instead
of a one assistant per person model, Janet asked what a socially-aware system would need to know to support
teamwork. Such an ICA would need to understand authority and hierarchical organization structures, and to
interact over short and long distances and time-scales. She described a few experiences studying teams, ranging
from those oriented towards consensus under a single leader, to those oriented towards fairness, and addressed
the role of affinity between human and robot. She described experiments with hierarchical and consensus teams
in which the hierarchical teams accomplished more (found more objects, covered more ground, issued more
“command sets”), but the consensus teams made fewer mistakes. She also observed that how the team informally
organizes is just as important as, if not more important than, the way it may be formally organized.
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Janet proposed that any ICA must capture the variation in these teaming structures, providing support by aligning
group social norms with technical design to achieve collaborative goals, and by “patching the holes” (in the group)
without adverse impact on immediate user needs and workflow. Group social norms can interact with technical
design from hierarchical (favor doctors’ orders over nurses’), to lateral teams (integrating knowledge while
preserving autonomy), to facilitating consensus-building. “Patching holes” includes reducing errors induced in
top-down decision making, balancing input from and outcomes for all the human contributors independent of
gender or race, depersonalizing conflict by making pressures in other locations visible to others, and avoiding
“group-think” induced by strong social ties.
John Laird [O1A_Laird] then proposed a “Neural Intelligent Cognitive Orthotic”, in order to reduce the latency
and need for physical action (pushing a button, etc.) in interactive communication between human and an ICA.
Such orthotics would have access to everything our brain perceives, and would communicate seamlessly with the
brain. While John described this as “going to an extreme,” he felt it would be the best way to completely achieve
the desired complementarity between human and machine.
During the comments, Gary Marcus commented that he felt that we would need AI to understand the neuroscience
well enough to be able to build such a cognitive orthotic. John Laird responded that he felt such an orthotic would
not necessarily require a complete, “molecule-for-molecule” understanding of the brain. Eric Horvitz pointed out
that there are professional researchers who are already studying how humans interact with and are influenced by
information, either on the web or with medical information.
Janet talked about a “critical news-bot” that she was working on that incorporates news from a diversity of
sources, and tied this to Eric’s comment and Saul’s presentation, saying that “good decision making” does depend
on having information from a variety of source. She stressed the problems imposed when ICAs “make too many
decisions about what we’re going to like and what we’re going to see,” because that can “lock” humans into a
single pre-computed frame of reference through “confirmation bias”.
Blaise Aguera y Arcas expressed concern about the difficulty of moderating debate when a subset of the
participants do not share the same sets of common principles, in particular in terms of no longer needing to base
their positions and opinions on actual facts. He then pointed out that e-democracy “hackers” have helped mediate
conflicts by “hacking the forum rather than by hacking the semantics.”
Saul expressed optimism due to the success of “deliberative polling” in facilitating deliberation among small
groups chosen randomly from the population. Janet connected this to the importance of organizations in decisionmaking and deliberation. Mike Roco pointed out that one of the issues with the Cognitive Orthotic is that some
observers would view this not as the use of cognitive machines to aid humans or even to improve humans, but
would have a strong and visceral negative reaction, viewing the Cognitive Orthotic as such a fundamental change
that is would be effectively “redesigning” humans. (In later discussion, Mike made clear that prior research
programs containing a small component that triggered similarly strong responses tended to invite enormous
backlash, even if the component were a trivially small part of the overall program. Thus in this comment during
the discussion, he was trying to convey the potential costs – in expected backlash – of including such a component
in any research program on Intelligent Cognitive Assistants.)
After lunch, Panel 1B was the second panel on “Moonshot Proposals”, or potential usage scenarios for ICAs.
Ron Kaplan [O1B_Kaplan] described a wish-list for a personal assistant that would have situational awareness
and a strong understanding and even anticipation of his likes and dislikes. Observing that “ubiquitous computing
comes together with ubiquitous complexity,” Ron pointed out that effective collaboration was essential to make
ICAs an improvement and not an additional burden. This will require alignment of consistent goals between man
and machine through sufficient back-and-forth discussion, despite the inevitability of
misunderstandings/ambiguities and evolving circumstances and beliefs and desires. Ron pointed out that since
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perfection in ICAs is likely “not possible, expected or required,” it will be critical for the man-machine interaction
to be able to “easily repair” the collaboration because the ICA won’t be perfect.
Todd Gureckis [O1B_Gureckis] described his interest in how “humans learn by tinkering” with the world
around them, using “curious machines” that perform autonomous, self-directed investigation of their environment
[FIG.6]. Todd pointed out the difference between the simple classification question (“What is that?”) which
drives deep machine learning, and the much more complex questions that children ask (“Do all dogs have tails?”
“How do alligators and crocodiles differ?” etc.). Todd made the case that rather than ICAs that just answer
questions, we may need ICAs that are capable of asking questions. He described how psychologists model and
understand the benefits of self-directed over passive learning (“Fundamental Sampling Dilemma”), in which
humans actively seek out “edge cases” (rather than waiting for these rare events) that then speed their learning.
Challenges are that asking good questions at the right time requires some amount of knowledge (particularly
social information), requiring strong Natural Language Understanding and understanding of context. Short-term
progress possible would be if applications that could resolve their uncertainty about goals by asking (A mapdirections app could ask “Are you stopping for gas?”), with longer-term progress by asking efficient questions in
the context of scientific research.
Misha Pavel [O1B_Pavel] then spoke about “Model-Based Intelligent Cognitive Assistants.” He started by
describing our human cognitive system as a “legacy system” with imperfect perception of risks and probabilities,
limited attention and learning rate, and a host of neuropsychological issues. Misha described two broad
categories of potential ICAs: either for augmenting/amplifying human cognitive processes, in stimulus selection,
decision suggestion, reminders, and cyber-physical interfaces and robotics; or for improving/training human
abilities. Misha stressed the importance of modeling both the world exposed to the human, as well as how his/her
brain reacts to those inputs. Later, he affirmed Ron Kaplan’s comments on the need for models even if they are
not perfect.
He described challenges in characterizing, representing and inferring the cognitive state, affective state and social
influences of humans, and in predicting probable behaviors and resulting cognitive and affective states. He also
pointed out the need for minimally-obtrusive sensors capable of measuring the physical, physiological and mental
state, for a framework for rigorously characterizing context, for modeling and predicting brain-state dynamics,
for stochastic models of dynamic utilities and preferences, and for robust detection of anomalies and
incongruences (not just outliers). [FIG.11] Applications he proposed included Intelligent and context-aware
advisory & alerting systems, assessing and training creative problem solving abilities (for instance, for training
of intelligence analysts), precision healthcare and medical decision making, optimal personal (precision) coaching
and teaching systems that would be aware of students’ knowledge, motivation and affective states, interpersonal
communication support systems, visualization systems for high-dimensional data presentation, and even artificial
humor applications.
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FIG.11 (Misha Pavel)
Jan Rabaey [O1B_Rabaey] proposed a “human intranet” – a family of wearable sensors that would introduce
different ways of actuating and interacting with the world around us. He felt this would impact humans through
“extrospection” (interacting with the world around us), “introspection” (monitoring our own bodies and
interacting with them), and “extension/enhancement” (additional or augmented sensors). He described progress
in flexible sensing, energy storage and generation, and miniaturization, but pointed out the need for additional
improvements in energy efficiency and networking, in handling enormous amounts of data at high bandwidth and
low latency without creating power, safety or security issues.
Vijay Saraswat [O1B_Saraswat] described cognitive assistants in professional settings. He described a
cognitive task landscape that impact humans “at work” [FIG.12]. One example he described was the need for
ICAs that could help business and employees comply with regulations, which could help jurists draw upon legal
precedent, and that would be able to operate as a professional assistant with the mastery of professionals in the
field. One of the challenges he addressed was the long “ladder” that professionals must climb, so that any relevant
ICA must somehow accumulate similar expertise. Such ICAs must also be “general purpose,” in the sense that
one set of hardware and learning algorithms must be able to address different professional domains, in order to
“know deeply,” “learn continuously,” “interact naturally,” and “reason with purpose.”

FIG.12 (Vijay Saraswat)
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In the first comment to Panel 1B, Ron Kaplan pointed out that professional domains may actually be easier than
children’s stories, because of the presence of common-sense reasoning. Gary Marcus pointed out that some
professional domains might indeed be easier, while others (legal reasoning) might require both professional
concepts and common-sense reasoning. Vijay pointed out that accounting would similarly require similar
common-sense reasoning.
A question came to Todd about the importance of intent behind the questions that both humans and machines
would ask, and Todd replied that both goals and sub-goals are critical aspects of his and his colleagues’ research.
Eric Horvitz asked Todd about the difference between asking questions just for an immediate need vs. questions
that might assist an ICA in engaging in long-term, life-long learning. Todd said that his team had observed that
humans presented with a relatively abstract task might ask concrete questions that provide the illusion of rapid
progress but which don’t actually bring them any closer to actionable information.
After a break, Panel 2A moved from ‘potential usage scenarios for ICAs’ to “Implementation Challenges &
Tradeoffs.” Gary Marcus [O2A_Marcus] started with two premises: ICA are going to need to read and
comprehend unstructured text, and are going to need to comprehend visual scenes reliably. He then pointed out
that while there has been exponential progress in focused domains (chess, Go), we still have a long ways to go to
demonstrate a general-purpose cognitive agent. He felt that one key obstacle was “The Long Tail Problem”:
that there is often lots of corpus data for a few common examples (that are then easy for many systems), but very
little data for less common examples (which are then quite hard for these systems). He then discussed how
children learn not by focusing on correlation but on causation (“how” and “why” rather than “how likely X given
Y”) [FIG.13a,b]. He then came to his main questions: are we headed towards a local maximum in
performance (through larger and larger data sets), without making direct progress on systems that are capable of
representing the richness of human comprehension? If so, what should we do about it? Could a richer
understanding of the mechanisms of human cognitive development and common-sense reasoning help? Gary
then suggested that more research at the intersection of cognitive development and AI might prove helpful.

FIG.13a

(Gary Marcus)

FIG.13b

Bruce Horn [O2A_ Horn] briefly described his work with Smart Devices, and described his criteria for ICAs:
they must know useful things, learn from experience, manage in a dynamic world, and explain their actions and
reasoning [FIG.2]. Such an ICA must handle real-world, online learning with sparse data, yet today’s ICAs are
usually demonstrated after a “cold-start” with offline learning and massive data. Knowledge must be acquired
and transferred from its repositories, which often means written text, which needs to be accessed by the machine.
ICA decisions will need to be explained to human users, including where the underlying information came from.
Bruce asked how tacit, implicit and experiential knowledge gets encoded, and about trust and agendas.
Ece Kamar [O2A_ Kamar] talked about the AI challenges inherent in ICAs, in using computation to augment
what humans are capable of today. She felt the biggest challenges were at the interface between humans and
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agents, including modeling of user context, beliefs, intentions and goals; division of tasks and transfer of control
between ICA and human, methods for supporting communication between the two (tradeoffs between benefits
and costs of interruption), and how the ICA should learn from both human input and from its own mistakes
[FIG.3]. She pointed out that these challenges are in fact common to teamwork and collaboration between teams
composed entirely of humans. Thus intelligent agents should be designed as team members to their users.
In the same way that we do not expect human assistants to be perfect from day 1, we can clarify for ICAs when
they confused, providing them feedback, coaching, and instructions. Ece suggested that if we can develop a
trusted, respectful collaboration between ICA and human, this can create a virtuous cycle for the agent to learn
from human input to get better. She then pointed out that trust in this partnership is essential, and that not all
errors are equal. This can be particularly problem when expectations are too high.
Liz Spelke [O2A_ Spelke] started with a description of humans as a technological species – we observe the
world around us but we also change it significantly. She suggested that while one might think this is because
humans are good general-purpose learners, her experience with infants would seem to indicate otherwise. Infants
have good understanding in objects and their motions & interactions, a rudimentary understanding of numbers,
their own location, the shapes of objects, the causal impact of their own and others’ actions, and appreciation of
the other humans around them as social beings who engage and communicate with each other and with them.
However, she pointed out that these infant-brain capabilities are themselves shared in other creatures, and seem
to be the result of innate special-purpose systems within the brain, rather than being the product of a single
general-purpose learner.
Liz then asked what kinds of Intelligent Cognitive Assistants will allow humans (as flexible learners building
upon a common suite of special-purpose cognitive tools) to flourish? She proposed that any ICA that works
reasonably well could potentially work for a wide variety of humans, given the commonality in underlying
cognitive capabilities across humans in many different settings. Human cognition proved flexible enough to have
adapted effectively to past advances in technology such as books, movies, remote controls, telephones, and toys.
However, Liz pointed out that those advances occurred slowly, and were likely adapted to our intrinsic capacities
rather than the reverse. She wondered whether we could be equally confident about our abilities to adapt to future
advances in technology.
She then posed several challenges for how ICAs might adversely affect humans. The first challenge she stated
as “What are the consequences of off-loading aspects of our basic cognitive tasks like navigating or remembering
things?”, Then she restated it as “How can we find the right kinds of ways of addressing human cognitive
limitations, so that we can enhance those capacities as opposed to encouraging people to turn off those capacities
and allow the machine to do those things for them?”
She then asked “What are the consequences of getting information from different places at once?” in terms of
affecting our human “sense of place” when information and sensory data is simultaneously arriving from multiple
locations. “What are the consequences of interacting with entities that share some of the properties of ordinary
objects, agents, and social beings, without being any of these things?” [FIG.14]. She wondered how kids who
grow up interacting with ICAs are going to be affected by these experiences.
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FIG.14 (Liz Spelke)
Brian Scassellati [O2A_ Scassellati] started by showing a number of examples from his work at the intersections
of AI, Robotics and Psychology, using these to make the case that ICAs could affect much more than a
scheduling assistant, affecting everything from manufacturing to education of adults to teaching sign-language to
deaf 6-month-old infants. Brian felt that the essential challenge was going to be understanding the social
environment in which the ICA will have to function.
In his work teaching kids with robots, he has found that humans engage robots diﬀerently than they engage with
human teachers, including lack of social anxiety (about making mistakes while learning) and complying with
requests without resentment. Since we can shape the role of the robot to our advantage, we can generate controlled
situations, ranging from peer-to-peer interactions to demonstrations of mastery. And since a teaching robot as a
physical agent becomes a cognitive artifact to the human, embodiment can impact learning substantially. Brian
listed some challenges, including the need to model the dynamics of social interaction, to create algorithms for
personalization (an ICA-human relationship that grows over time), and to plan for long-term performance and
achieve a long-term goal. [FIG.7]
In the first comment, Jaron Lanier suggested that researchers may need to be more careful about raising
expectations and misunderstandings in the way AI research is communicated to the public. Greg asked Liz
whether humans are cognition-ready systems at birth (“nature”), or whether we learn these capabilities along the
way (“nurture”), to which Liz responded “The answer to your either-or question is Yes.” She then pointed out
that babies are born with some cognitive tools, but then use these tools to learn from a rush of data and build
better cognitive tools.
A relevant follow-up comment concerned the negative impact on the quality of questions that children visiting a
museum would ask after an iPad application was updated to summarize for them what they had learned – rather
than improving their ability to ask good questions, this additional summarization made the questions worse.
The next question concerned the role of emotion in ICAs – one could add it to increase effectiveness, but at the
risk of it being perceived as “fake.” Brian’s response was that humans will attribute emotions to an embodied
ICA, whether the designer intended to convey emotion or not. Eric then asked about stages of plasticity in
neuroscientific development. Gary responded that while textbook summaries of the literature seem to suggest
different plateaus of neuroplasticity, the actual papers are much less clear – and thus adult’s brains can be just as
plastic as children’s, save only that the changes might need to occur in smaller steps. Liz responded that while
after a certain age, a cat’s brain might not be able to fuse binocular vision – but that cats reared in the dark would
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have the tools for binocular vision. She remarked that while it might seem that putting a chip in someone’s brain
is “affecting their brain,” any human that interacts extensively with an ICA for education or training is also
“affecting their brain” as well.
In the third keynote talk, Blaise Aguera Y Arcas [K3_AguerayArcas] began by tracing the origins of
“computing and neuroscience”, before these origins diverged. He pointed out that Turing wrote both about
neural networks and about the Turing machine (Turing tape) in his 1948 paper. Blaise described Artificial
Intelligence systems “based on symbolic approaches” as “useful but not intelligent” and contrasted these systems
to the perceptual intelligence and motor-control of mammals such as chimpanzees.
He observed that logic and language capabilities in humans are performed “steampunk-style, using this machinery
that was definitely not evolved to do it.” He then returned to discuss neural networks, rapidly tracing progress
in hierarchical feedforward networks, recurrent networks, and reinforcement learning. While he made a
comparison between the emergence of Gabor-like filters and specialized “Jennifer Aniston neurons” in large
feedforward neural networks, he also pointed out that there must be more going on in the human brain, since these
networks “cannot reason, cannot generalize, and they take way too long to train.” He pointed out that since these
systems require lots of training, they require lots of data, which gives a decided advantage to companies that have
access to large datasets.
Blaise described an “embedding approach” for recognizing photos of landmarks based on a convolutional network
of moderate size (millions of parameters) that is able to out-perform much larger models by optimizing on “triplet
loss” (e.g., “these two photos are both of the Eiffel Tower and this other photo is not”). He described the
dimensionality reduction shown by this kind of network as critical to building future intelligent systems. Blaise
also pointed out that when he and his colleagues are able to train networks that can identify the year in which a
photo was taken, it is not clear to them exactly what information from the photos these networks use to achieve
this result. One way his team has attempted to improve their understanding is by asking trained networks to
“dream”. Given a network, trained by optimizing the weights w to generate the target y from input image x,
instead they lock the weights w and ask the network to optimize for an input x given a target y. He then showed
a number of results using such “dreaming” capabilities, using networks optimized for faces, for ImageNet, and
with twentieth-century poetry. Blaise then discussed machine translation, evolving from structural to statistical
to neural techniques.
He then addressed privacy issues that he viewed with ICAs, which he characterized as “X-men vs. Borg.” He felt
that one approach that would respect privacy issues was “federated optimization,” in which learning on individual
devices is fed back to the cloud. He discussed the importance of latency, energy, connectivity, and privacy issues,
and felt that such a distributed learning approach would help address biases (such as racial, gender, and
socioeconomic biases) in training datasets.
He talked about the difference in structural trust for software programs (e.g., programs such as Microsoft Word
have historically always been trusted) versus the trust and structural guarantees concerning the usage of data (as
stored on corporate servers either explicitly or implicitly by transmission from a smartphone). Blaise drew a
distinction between ICAs that are simply commanded with voice, between personal assistants (back and forth
discussion with a ‘you’ and a ‘me’) to augmentation “where language is just one of the modalities in which we
converse with our technology.”
Blaise waxed philosophical in the last section of his talk, pointing out the drawbacks of a paranoid and acquisitive
mindset for humans and our place in the world, in terms of fear of technology, and over-consumption of limited
resources by over-population. He called for more self-awareness about these drawbacks. Drawing upon an earlier
presentation by Rich Sutton, he broke all of history into the “Age of Physics,” the “Age of Replication,” and the
“Age of Design,” and asked “When we don’t have to struggle for survival, then what? What do we want to be
when we grow up?”
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In the first comment, Gary Marcus asked about the significant remaining gap between the results Blaise showed
(in terms of “producing” Shakespeare) and what Gary felt was the lack of higher-level representations that would
be needed to enable true common-sense reasoning. Blaise agreed, saying that he did not believe that “more of
the same” was going to bridge this gap. He observed that the emergence of a feature hierarchy and other
similarities to what we observe in the brain was interpreted by him as proof that we have in hand at least some
part of what would prove to be the overall system needed for such capabilities, the “first breakthrough in what
will need to be a long chain of such breakthroughs.”
The next commenter affirmed that Blaise’s talk had not really addressed “the AI problem,” to which Blaise
responded that he felt that such problems and the perception work he had showed were not in fact distinct separate
problems. He felt that the emergence of semantic maps within translation systems was one such example of this.
He went on to say that he felt one of the mistakes of earlier AI approaches was to attempt to separate perception
from binding to concepts.
Vijay Srinivasan asked about the possibility that ICAs could create problems by moving humanity from an era
where each human is quite similar to each other, to one where each human is quite different from his/her neighbor.
Blaise responded that he was encouraged by “the expanding circle of empathy” as technology has been
empowering humans and moving them out of the need to survive solely by self-replication, but worried by the
rise of “radical polarization of all sorts,” in terms of economic inequality and culture wars. He agreed that ICAs
could become sources of even further differentiation, but could not predict where this might lead, saying “this is
a choice we have to think about pretty hard.”
Jaron Lanier pointed out that a common aspect of anti-modernity, where humans view technological progress as
fearful, are afraid of losing memory or continuity from their past experiences. Blaise agreed, saying that he was
“a humanist, not a post-humanist.”
Ken Forbus asked whether the visual relational representations in Blaise’s systems would be suitable and
sufficient for reasoning, not just classification. Blaise responded that the combination of his perceptual systems
with fairly straightforward additional models should be capable of implementing at least simple reasoning tasks,
although probably not the most difficult such tasks.
Janet Vertesi commented that although sci-fi movie themes about “robot overlords” may be overblown, many
humans are in fact losing their jobs to computer automation. She pointed out that the trend of decreasing formfactor and thus increasing computation (and thus increasing personal data) in the cloud, posed a series of security
risks and privacy concerns. She also pointed to “the rise of the personal data economy” as the source of the large
datasets that power modern deep learning. She asked if there were other approaches that could reduce the need
for accumulation of so much personal data.
On the topic of ICAs for job-augmentation rather than job-replacement, Blaise drew on studies of the disruptions
introduced during by Industrial Revolution. He worried that there wouldn’t be enough service jobs to compensate
for the replacement of information jobs, and felt that the only viable long-term choice was some sort of
“guaranteed minimal income,” despite the political difficulties in putting such a system into place.
On the topic of data privacy, he felt that the federated learning approach would help reduce the need to centralize
personal data, but that this still required the need to aggregate statistics while maintaining security and privacy.
Any hub-and-spokes model might lead to too much power at the hub, but any distributed approach would have to
be able to show the same or better performance as a centralized approach.
In the final panel (2B) of the first day, continuing with the topic of “Implementation Challenges & Tradeoffs”,
started with Alberto Martinez [O2B_Martinez]. Alberto described how the reduction of power-per-compute has
impacted computing, describing the interplay between increased device density (which then provide more sources
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of data), natural language interfaces providing the need for increased computation, and the increased importance
of data security and data privacy. He pointed out the need to rebalance away from the bias towards
commercialization, citing Alexa as an application that is always attempting the sell him something. He predicted
that “App Stores” would evolve to “Skill Stores” where ICAs would drive a business model for “harnessing the
development of capabilities for profit.” He felt that this opportunity would be accompanied by challenges, such
as the need to balance economic interests against the increased societal pressures. He proposed an ‘Open Data
model’, with ImageNet as an example where non-corporate-hosting of data-sets helped drive innovation. [FIG.15]

FIG.15 (Alberto Martinez)
Murray Campbell [O2B_Campbell] shared some observations from the continued evolution of computer chess
since DeepBlue (“19 years ago today.”) He showed a graph of chess (“Elo”) rating for humans, for computers,
and for human+computer teams. All three curves have increased over the past 35 years, with computers
catching humans in the late 1990s, plateauing for five years and then increasing well beyond human capabilities.
However, he pointed out that while humans+computer teams continue to outperform computers, in the context of
tournament chess (“only 3 minutes to make a move”), computer-only implementations are getting to the point
where the human doesn’t add anything to the capabilities of the computer by itself. [FIG.16]

FIG.16 (Murray Campbell)
That said, Murray pointed out that the presence of chess-playing computers has been augmenting and improving
human performance for the past 30 years. He also pointed out that even in chess, there are aspects at which
humans continue to out-perform computers – one example was recognizing “fortress” formations. He also pointed
out that humans continue to “provide value” in chess playing when the time between moves provides enough time
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for reasoning. In this context, human players use the computer as a tool to consider their options carefully. Thus,
for Murray, he felt that there would be an important distinction between “real time” decisions (where humans
may not be able to provide value to computers) to longer-term decisions where human reasoning could provide
significant value.
He also pointed out that humans who trusted the chess-computer’s recommendations too much (who “turned off
their critical thinking skills”) ended up missing opportunities for better chess moves. Murray also pointed out the
critical importance of the computer being able to explain its recommendations, in terms of the human players
needing to be able to “deal with” the situations that result from following the computer’s recommendations.
In closing, he observed that the most “superhuman” aspect of chess computers is their ability to “escape” when
placed in positions that a human would consider to be inescapable.
Ping Wang [O2B_Wang] discussed implementation challenges for ICAs from the viewpoint of entrepreneurs.
He pointed out that Venture Capital-funded startups represent an important source of innovation beyond academia
and large corporate research efforts. One challenge that Ping saw was the need to increase the number of
researchers that possess the skills and perspectives to participate in entrepreneurial innovation, and to navigate
the “IP walls” between academic and industrial research groups. Ping proposed that Entrepreneurial
Accelerators could contribute to innovation in ICAs, and that researchers in ICAs (even if squarely in academia
or industrial research) should maintain a strong focus on mentorship, in order to produce other talented
researchers, whether for academia, industrial research or the startup world. He encouraged both academic and
industrial researchers to not fear startups, but to take the opportunity to guide and balance the commercial
incentives inherent in startups. He felt that university incubators needed to be retuned away from revenue
generation for the universities back to an interdisciplinary and supportive role, and stressed the role of open
innovation in a healthy innovation ecosystem involving academia, large industry and startups.
In the first comment, Eric Horvitz asked Murray whether the observations that humans help augment
“correspondence chess,” where the time between turns is long, might depend on the way in which the chess
computers were optimized for faster turns, and whether this gap might disappear if chess computers were to be
optimized for longer turns. Murray observed that in situations when computers have had plenty of time to prepare,
for instance in the overnight computation of opening moves, they have not provided much advantage, so that
existing algorithmic approaches would be unlikely to close this gap (where human reasoning provides advantage
for non-real-time decisions).
Blaise observed that innovations in chess computers that made them capable of explaining their reasoning would
presumably also improve their ability to reason (“to detect fortresses”) as well. Murray observed that while there
is a style of chess described as “computer chess” – a move that no human would think of, he pointed out that
younger human players who have learned to play chess by working with chess-computers are in fact more capable
of coming up with these kinds of moves.
Gary Marcus asked whether Murray’s plot of Elo-rating has a theoretical ceiling (“the best chess possible”) or
not, to which Murray responded that human+computer performance has continued to improve, so it is hard to be
sure.
Gary then asked Ping why universities should not fear startups as a drain of talent away from academia, to which
Ping responded that this effect would be temporary, followed by increased supply of talent into academia driven
by interest in the field, providing an increased supply of talented researchers.
As a final comment, Eric Horvitz asked whether there are additional opportunities for embedding special
capabilities into the human+computer loop for computer-chess aimed at supporting and extending human abilities
in chess versus as a separate black box for playing chess. Murray responded that there were – he described a
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series of “freestyle” chess tournaments a few years ago, that were won not by the best computer program, nor by
the best humans, but by a team of average human players who had worked out the optimal way to interact with a
fairly modest set of chess-computers. He extended this observation to ICAs: that refining the best way of
computer-human interaction is a very powerful way to optimize overall performance.
This closed the discussions for Day One.
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‘Her’
‘2001, A Space Odyssey’
‘Ex Machina’
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TED/YouTube Videos:

https://www.ted.com/talks/cynthia_breazeal_the_rise_of_personal_robots
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpoVh9xwdD4 (E. Horvitz, TED presentation on People and Cognition:
February 2013)
http://tedxtalks.ted.com/video/Making-Friends-With-Artificia-2 (Eric Horwitz)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtHicmmblMk (“Can AI Become More Human?”; Gary Marcus, et al)
https://www.ted.com/talks/rodney_brooks_why_we_will_rely_on_robots
https://www.ted.com/talks/blaise_aguera_y_arcas_demos_photosynth
https://www.ted.com/talks/blaise_aguera_y_arcas_how_computers_are_learning_to_be_creative
https://www.ted.com/talks/anthony_goldbloom_the_jobs_we_ll_lose_to_machines_and_the_ones_we_won_t
https://www.ted.com/talks/chieko_asakawa_how_new_technology_helps_blind_people_explore_the_world
https://www.ted.com/talks/fei_fei_li_how_we_re_teaching_computers_to_understand_pictures
https://www.ted.com/talks/jeremy_howard_the_wonderful_and_terrifying_implications_of_computers_that_can
_learn
https://www.ted.com/talks/guy_hoffman_robots_with_soul
https://www.ted.com/talks/shyam_sankar_the_rise_of_human_computer_cooperation
https://www.ted.com/talks/hod_lipson_builds_self_aware_robots
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APPENDIX F
WORKSHOP AGENDA

Thursday, May 12, 2016
7:30 - 8:30 am

Registration & Continental Breakfast

8:30 - 9:00 am

Welcome, Workshop Goals, Day 1 Agenda

Jon Candelaria (SRC)
Jeff Welser (IBM)
Mihail Roco (NSF)

9:00 - 9:45 am

Keynote Talk I
“People, Computing, and Cognition: Toward Effective and Valued Personal
Assistants”

Eric Horvitz (Microsoft)

9:45 - 10:05 am

Break

10:05 - 10:45 am

Keynote Talk II
“Living and Working with Intelligent Cognitive Assistants: Societal Challenges Cynthia Breazeal (MIT)
and Opportunities for Impact”

10:45 - 11:30 am

Open Panel Session IA
“Moonshot Application Concepts”

11:30 - 12:45 pm

Lunch

12:45 - 1:30 pm

Open Panel Session IB
“Moonshot Application Concepts”

1:30 - 1:45 pm

Break

Saul Perlmutter (UC/Berkeley)
Kenneth Forbus (Northwestern)
Bruno Olshausen (UC/Berkeley)
Janet Vertesi (Princeton)
John Laird (Univ. of Michigan)
Ron Kaplan (Amazon)
Todd Gureckis (NYU)
Misha Pavel (Northeastern)
Jan Rabaey (UC/Berkeley)
Gary Marcus (NYU)
Bruce Horn (Intel)
Ece Kamar (Microsoft)
Liz Spelke (Harvard)
Brian Scassellati (Yale)

1:45 - 2:30 pm

Open Panel Session IIA
“Implementation Challenges & Tradeoffs”

2:30 - 2:45 pm

Break

2:45 - 3:30 pm

Keynote Talk III
“Privacy Challenges for Big Data”

Blaise Aguera y Arcas (Google)

3:30 - 4:15 pm

Open Panel Session IIB
“Implementation Challenges & Tradeoffs”

Blaise Aguera y Arcas (Google)
Alberto Martinez (Intel)
Murray Campbell (IBM)
Ping Wang (Ansir)
Pamela Hinds (Stanford)

4:15 - 4:30 pm

Break

4:30 - 5:15 pm

Day 1 Panel Summaries
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Friday, May 13, 2016
7:30 - 8:30 am

Continental Breakfast

8:30 - 8:45 am

Day 1 Summary, Day 2 Goals

8:45 - 10:00 am

(3) Parallel Breakouts:
“Research Priorities & Roadmap Goals/Milestones”

10:00 - 10:20 am

Break

10:20 - 11:30 am

(3) Parallel Breakouts:
“Research Priorities & Roadmap Goals/Milestones”

11:30 - 12:30 pm

Lunch

12:30 - 1:45 pm

Day 2 Breakout Summaries

1:45 - 2:00 pm

Wrap-Up

2:00 pm

Adjourn

Geoffrey Burr (IBM)

Jon Candelaria (SRC)

WORKSHOP WEBSITE (slides, participant list & bios, videos): https://www.src.org/calendar/e006057/

